I sent this email this morning on behalf of a Martin County citizen. Thank you.

A Martin County citizen has asked Commissioner Ed Fielding to forward these comments for consideration during today’s smart meter workshop. Thank you.

For PSC – to include in workshop today…

1- for those who do not want smart meter – here is resolve to billing issue:
   a. bill on an annualized average monthly billing.
   b. Once a year, do a meter reading, make up any deficit/refund any surplus and readjust billing
   c. I did this with my utility billing up north for years, and never had to have meter readers.

2- What is answer to non UL approved, and insurance coverage. Was told that is not UL approved, insurers in the State have a right not to cover damages. This is just not right or fair, because we are forced to have the smart meter.

Thank you.